
Immunologix Laboratories Appoints Dr. Pierre Jolicoeur as Chief Operating Officer (COO)

Immunologix Laboratories announced that Dr. Pierre Jolicoeur has been appointed Chief Operating Officer. A seasoned scientist and trusted
operational leader, Dr. Jolicoeur will help drive strategic growth and operational excellence across the company.

"Dr. Pierre Jolicoeur is an outstanding addition to the Immunologix team," said Michael Anderson, President and CEO. "Pierre is an exceptional
business leader and has demonstrated aptitude for fostering a team environment coupled with technical expertise. As an accomplished
executive with extensive industry knowledge, Pierre will be instrumental in scaling our trajectory and ensuring success for our clients."  Lauren
Stevenson, Chief Scientific Officer & Head, Translational Sciences, adds "I'm very excited to partner closely with Dr. Jolicoeur to bring our
scientific strategy and vision to fruition by uniting our high science with streamlined, client-centric operations that delivers impeccable quality."

Dr. Pierre Jolicoeur holds a Ph.D. in Microbiology and Immunology and brings over 25 years of Bioanalytical and vaccine experience, building
new business segments in regulated industries as well as launching operations in multiple countries. As such, Dr. Jolicoeur is well positioned to
leverage his unique experience to oversee the operational activities of this best-in-class CRO. Jolicoeur said, "I am incredibly energized to help
lead our team at Immunologix in the next phase of innovation and growth along with continued execution and delivery. This organization is led by
renowned scientific experts and integrates Translational Sciences with the laboratory in ways never seen before. This unique scientific network
promotes creative thinking and helps design project-specific approaches aimed at expediting the drug development process."
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